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locals . are calling the renaissance of palm springs. once a sanctuary for the hollywood set, the city is again
zoomin fc 21cn - athenamckenziewriter - killing monica by candace bushnell, the author of sex and the
city, follows a writer whose novels about a young woman in manhattan have spawned a series of blockbuster
lms. now, the writer wants to try something new to the dismay of her publisher and fans. how meta. pairing
anything other than a cosmopolitan just seems wrong. disclaimer, sex and the city facts - decor-khobar candace bushnell is the critically acclaimed, international best-selling author of killing monica, sex and the city,
summer and the city, the carrie diaries, one fifth avenue, lipstick jungle, trading up, and four blondes. sex and
the city, published in 1996, was the basis for the hbo hit series and two subsequent blockbuster movies.
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